
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Geography
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 13 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Signpost/notes

Knowledge
to be taught

Non Examined Assessment
Students will collect their data for the NEA
independently at the end of the summer term of Year
12 or during the summer holidays between Year 12 and
13; the lessons in the first Autumn term are used by
students to independently write up their research
findings.

Global systems and global governance
- What is globalisation?
- What factors impact globalisation?
- How do flows of people create stability growth and

development?
- How do flows of people create inequality, conflict and

injustices?
- How do flows of money create stability growth and

development?
- How do flows of money create inequality, conflict and

injustices?
- How do flows of ideas create stability growth and

development?
- How do flows of ideas create inequality, conflict and

injustices?
- What is interdependence?
- How are countries dependent on each other?
- How do unequal power relations impact countries?
- Why is the USA a superpower?
- What are the features and trends of international

investment and trade?
- What are trading agreements and how do they impact

countries?

Why do we teach this unit here?
NEA – this topic is completed at the beginning of
Year 13 as students collect their data independently
at the end of the summer term of Year 12 or during
the summer holidays between Year 12 and 13.
Global systems and global governance – This unit is
taught at the end of Year 13 as links closely to the A
Level business specification so will recap on content
caught for students who also study A Level
Business.
Strategies to embed concepts in long term
memory
- Quizzes
- Verbal questioning and feedback sessions
- Revision homework

Careers
- Academic researcher
- International trade advisor
-
SMSC
- Fieldtrip to Cromer and Stratford, London
- What is globalisation?



- How do flows of people create stability growth
and development?

- How do flows of people create inequality,
conflict and injustices?

- How do flows of money create stability growth
and development?

- How do flows of money create inequality,
conflict and injustices?

- How do flows of ideas create stability growth
and development?

- How do flows of ideas create inequality,
conflict and injustices?

- How are countries dependent on each other?
- How do unequal power relations impact

countries?
- Why is the USA a superpower?
- What are the features and trends of

international investment and trade?
What are trading agreements and how do they
impact countries?

Mental/physical development
- Exploring inequalities and segregation within a

country and between countries and
considering solutions to these issues.

Literacy
Students develop the ability to write:
Descriptions
Explanations
Comparisons
Evaluations
Students will also be writing a up a research
investigation
Numeracy

Key Words Will be specific to each independent investigation. Globalisation
Interdependence
Superpower
Foreign aid
Trade
Trading blocs
Trading agreements
Investment

Links to
prior
knowledge

Year 11 geography unit:
- Fieldwork

Year 11 geography unit:
- The economic world

A Level Business unit

How
knowledge
is assessed

Marked and moderated by geography teachers. Throughout lessons:
- Mini quizzes
- Tasks and plenary tasks within the lesson
- Class discussions and paired discussions where verbal

feedback follows
- Teacher checks students’ work in lesson
- Homework
- Exam questions

Past exam questions and end of unit test
How gaps
will be
addressed

As this is an independent piece of work this is not
applicable.

- Lesson quizzes used to assess students’
understanding and address misconceptions

- Verbal feedback and support given by teachers
throughout lessons

- Paired work allows students to work together to
develop their understanding

- Medal and mission used to highlight and address
misconceptions

- Teach checks students’ work throughout lesson and
addresses misconceptions if needed



Drawing and reading figures and graphs
Cultural
capital
lessons

- Fieldtrip to Cromer and Stratford, London - What is globalisation?
- How do flows of people create stability growth and

development?
- How do flows of people create inequality, conflict

and injustices?
- How do flows of money create stability growth and

development?
- How do flows of money create inequality, conflict

and injustices?
- How do flows of ideas create stability growth and

development?
- How do flows of ideas create inequality, conflict and

injustices?
- How are countries dependent on each other?
- How do unequal power relations impact countries?
- Why is the USA a superpower?
- What are the features and trends of international

investment and trade?
What are trading agreements and how do they
impact countries?


